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We characterize simple graphs G which are Class 1 and have the property that G\v is Class 2 
(Vu E V(G)). We also discuss multigraphs with this property. 
r a loopless multigraph 6, the least number of colours needed to colour the 
edges of C in such a way that no two edges on the same vertex of G have the 
same colour, is called the chromatic index of 6, and denoted by x’(G). It is 
clear that if A(G) denotes the maximum degree of , then A(G)sx’(G). If 
R/C\ - L”t”/ -x’(G), tkn 5 is said to be C~.ZSS 1, and otherwise G is Class 2. 
Graphs are usually thought to be critical with respect o some property if some 
ciated parameter falls upon the remo of any vertex (or perhaps any edge). 
chromatic index is a case in point. ltigraphs with the property that the 
chromatic index falls upon the removal any vertex (or of any edge) have been 
widely studied (see [l]). the property that the chromatic class 
falls upon removal of any vertex (or OF any edge) have also been studied [3]. 
wever multigraphs with the opposite property, namely th 
any vertex the chromatic class rises, are read 
example. En this ~;ik ~45 study sue 
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edges), where m s r@ - 1) - 1. 
at G\v is Ciass 1, a 
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is even, IV(G)1 =2p, say, and 
is C-critical if and only if 1 
ex, tr,, of maximum degree. 
three vertices of 
us G cannot be 
3 applies here with r = i, 
edge-chromatic class, submitted. 
